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Many scientists are interested nowadays in 
the problem of high power sharp-directed 
microwave radiation production. It is 
general1.y admitted that submillimeter and 
shorter wave (up to light) range radiation may 
be produced by means of relativistic and 
ul trarelativis t ic electron beams provided that 
Doppler shift permits radiation wavelengths 
essentially smaller than generating system 
characteristic size. 

Undulator-based free electron lasers (FEL) 
are the most promising among facilities of 
this type L 1 1. 

The first impressive results produced by 
superconducting linac in the USA [2 1 and 
electron storage rings in the USSR [31 raised 
hopes of a rapid and large scale 
implementation of such facilities. However, 
the further detailed theoretical consideration 
revealed [41 that radiation generation needed 
a special accelerating facility construction 
since low current densities and wide energy 
spread of now qxisting accelerators could not 
provide proper conditions for FF;L generation 
based on such facilities. Complex is also the 
problem of small period (less than 1 cm) 
magnetic field production. 

This paper shows that normally crossing 
constant or pulsed magnetic and electrical 
lields can provide the condition to start 
generat ion using the beams of already 
operating accelerators. 

Nonrelativistic particle moving in 
er,ossing electrical E and magnetic H fields, 
1ts trajectory is known t5 1 to depend on the 
particle initial velocity to drift velocity 
V dt = m/H relation.The same picture will 

also be valid in relativistic case. 
In view of the possible practical 

application the case of small drift velocity 
particle movement, that is, troche idal 
mc,vement, will be of the most interest. That 
is exact1.y why such device may be called a 

relativistic troche tron or credi tron 
(Crossf ield Relativistic Electron Drift 
Interaction). Similar to undulator based FEI, 
relativistic case radiation in the direction 
of drift velocity will be increased by that 
from the corresponding parts of circumferences 
shifted relatively each other; differing, 
however, from undulator case, the number of 
such trajectories, hence the efficiency, may 
reach a high value, the length of the device 
being rather small. 

Let us consider the angular and spectral 
characteristics of such device radiation in 
detail. 

If (3, = V&/C~1, radiation characteristics 

of a trochoidally moving particle will be 
approximately the same as those of a 
circumferentially moving electron [Gl, that 
is, the radiation angle 0 = 1/7 , radiation 
power W = 2e2cy’/3R2 = 2e2c(eLi/moc)2~/3 , 

radiation approaching its maximum value at a 
frequency w z ZXdo-f/2-3eH-f/2moc . 

To define creditron generated oscillation 
spectrum it is necessary to find increments of 
instability development for each harmonic. 
The main instability for relativistic particle 
beams has bean shown to be I7 3 the radiation 
one, its increment at n-th harmonic being 

a, = Im [-~IN’X/~~~~/Z&*n2w,~~A&/&~Z)i1Z- 

= tiO{ [ [N%.=~/4o:E’] tx’n” (A&/&)~]*‘p/2- 

-K=n= [A&/&] ‘/2)1” (1 1 

Xnergy spread of particles is taken into 
account. Here N is number of particles 
inhabiting one circumference, wO- revolution 

frequency of a particle, W,,- radiation power 

at n-th harmonic, X=I 1 c 
1 - 

p’ -y= 7 3 , where vr- 
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betatron oscillation number (in case presented 
VP=1 1, while ~=&/m0c2-relativistic factor. 

Making use of I61 

wn=dw/dbz and nwn=ndw/~ycw/dy= 

-[33'2e2C?'y2/47CR2) pE2,Jyl- $,,cx)dz] (2) - 

Y 

where y = W37, Xi,3 and K,,,-McDonald 

functions, the expression for a may be 
transformed to 

where r0 = ez/moc2 is the classical radius of 

electron, 6 = [3-f] "' [A&/&] / [Nro/R]L/2 and 

JYY1=(3LN23 ~2,3~Y)-~E~,,,I,d/~~~2 
Y 

It is evident that the function J(y) 
defining the increments of various harmonics 
at 0 = 0 reaches its maximum value at y = 4/3. 
This means that the maximum increment 
corresponds to the frequency 

0 = 2fwo = Zfeii/moc 

its wavelength being 

h = 2?anoc2/2feH = ho/Z-f, 

where ho-dipole radiation wavelength of a 

rotating nonrelativistic particle. This result 
me’ans that with the particles moving along 
circumference oscillations are most probably 
excited with the frequency, like in the case 
of a relativistic particle moving along sine 
curve in EEL, increased, as compared to a 
certain characteristic frequency, by the 
factor of M. This fact underlines the deep 
community of the two movements. 

The energy spread of particles differing 
from zero, that is 6 # 0, a(y) reaches its 
maximum value at y, defined from equation 

f gf f 04y3- 6”y [fwy4]i’2: 0 (4) 

From this expression follows that increase of 
6 results in y(a=aW,,,) decreasing, the latter 
approaching y=1/3 at 6 * 00. 

Function P(y,B)=[ [~&4y4]“2-C12y2]i’2 

characterizes oscillation increment dependence 
on y. It shows that growth of 6 results in, 
first, increment decrease and, second, that it 
will be maximal at lower y value. 

Besides that, if more than one bunch 
rotates along each of the shifted 
circumferences, radiation angular distribution 
of such a system will differ from that of a 
single electron, becoming sharply elongated 
along and against drift velocity, it will 
result in the growth of the part of radiated 
energy that will be transformed into coherent 
radiation energy. 

The above said shows that radiation 
characteristics of creditron are similar to 
these of undulator. both devices having 
similar dependence of angle, power and 
frequency of radiation on energy. However, 
expressions for W and o including magnetic 
field dependent factors,creditron admits 
sufficiently higher field strength values. 
This might result in rather essential 
differences: on one hand, radiation power of 
credi tron increases at the same energy, and, 
on the other hand, that very same radiation 
frequency may be obtained, the energy of 
electrons being sufficiently less, since at 
the values of external magnetic field B > 
10 kOe the value of ho-cl cm, while in 

undulators, due to the specificity of 
alternating field structure this value can 
never be less than some centimeters. And here 
is the promise of creditron. 

At the same time the equation obtained 
implies that the energy spread requirements 
increase with gamma. Physically it follows 
from the fact that the higher the energy the 
higher the number of the harmonic at which 
radiation instability develops. 

Energy spread resulting in additional 
particle movement in azimuthal direction and 
hence to partial mixing of particles 
originating from different bunches, that in 
its titrn causes steep decrease of oscillation 
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increments and coherent oscillation power 
generated, this spread should be diminished. 
Nevertheless, creditron’s efficiency 

L 
c = [ l/vJ Jcrdz--awg, JP-+mRN*,,/c = 

0 

= LWerf/wo >> 1 

even at hi& enough S values (about 10 and 
more f , where Noff is the effective number of 

interaction periods. 
This signifies that in such devices up to 

light range the requirements to energy spread 
and density of particles used mi@it be less 
strict than those in undulator based FEL. 
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